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SUBFACULTEIT DER ECONOMETRIE.- 1 -
FORECAST ACCURACy ANALySIS
Applied to Forecasts of the Dutch




This paper has two objectives: the first one is to present, in Section 2,
a methodology for the analysis of forecast errorsand the second one is to
apply, in 3ection 3, the methods presented to economic forecasts made by
the Dutch Central Planning Bureau for the period 196~-1978.
In achieving the first objective several well-known inacc~iracy measures
will be reviewed. It will be endeavored to motivate the methodology as
much as possible so that as little "ad-hockery" as possible remains. How-
ever, as one ís dealing with descriptive measures, there is always, to
some extent, room for individual preference for some particular measures.
As to the application to the Dutch forecasts,it might be asked why
this particular period has been chosen. Several papers have analysed
forecasts of previous years: Van de Panne (1959) analysed the period
1949-1956; there are Van den Beld (1965) and Sims (1967) analysing the
period 1953-1963, which period was also covered by Theil (1966), except
for the year 1963. The present paper's choice of period, 1964-1978, is
largely motivated by the presence of the above analyses of previous
periods.
It will be obvious that, although economic variables have been used in
the application, the applicability of the measures presented is general.
2. Forecast Accuracy Analysis
2.1. Introduction
Suppose that there are two sequences of n numbers, one of forecasts for
a certain variable and another of realized values for the sarne variable.
Suppose further that it is desired to answer the question: "how close-2-
do the forecasts approximate the realizations?" In Section 2 three diffe-
rent approaches to an answer will be distinguished. The first approach,
to be called geometric analysis, considers the closeness of the two column
vectors F-(f~,...,fn)' and R-(r~,...,rn)', where ft and rt are the
t-th forecast and realiza,tion, respectively; see Section 2.2. The second
approach, to be called the least squares analysis, considers the pairs
(rt,ft), t- 1,...,n, by analyzing the scatter of these points in a plane;
see Section 2.3. The third approach starts from the concept of a loss
function on the forecast error ft - rt; see Section 2.4.
2.2. Geometric Analysis
The obvious measure of closeness of the two n-dimensional vectors F and
R, which have been defined in the previous section, is the distance d,
with
d - E (ft-rt)2 - IIF-Rn .
t-1
In order to be able to compare d-values, e.g. for two different variables,
a measure is desired which is independent of the units of the variable
considered and which corrects for differences in n.~) As d is the length
of the vector of forecast errors, F-R, there is the possibility of using
the lengths of F and~or R in order to arrive at a dimensionless measure
which also corrects for n. One could, for example, investigate the virtue
of the following measures:
(2) U - d~IlRll ,
(3) U' - d~(IIRII t IIFII ) ,
( ~ ) U" - d~ fl i`~FÍI ,
(5) U"' - d~IIFtl ,
1) If one considers several different variables, all measured as percen-
tage changes with respect to values of the previous period, as is done for many variabJes in the Dutch Central Planning Burea:i models, then
comparison of d-values for the different variables is not hampered by
uncomparable dimensions.- 3 -
U' and U" use the arithmetic2) and the geometric mean of NFN and NRN,
respectively, as denominator. Theil (1961) first proposed U' and later,
in Theil (1966), he abandonned U' for U: the measure U' has the advantage
of assuming values between 0 and 1, but the disadvantage of ~reating F
and R symmetrically, whereas it tiight be argued, that compar:isons of the
forecast errors should be made with respect to the realizations only.
This argument leaves U- d~NRN as sole possibility of the four candidates
(2)~ (3)~ (~) and (5).
Possibly not all forecast vectors at distance d from R would be valued
equally by the decision maker who uses the forecasts. In Figure 1 all
forecast vectors F with distance d to the vector of realizations R are
represented by a circle; three forecast vectors have been drawn. The best
FIGURE 1
forecast vector of these three seems F2, as it has the smallest angle
with R. More detailed information on the extent to which F differs from
R, is thus given by the angle 6 between the two vectors,with cosine c:
(6) c - cos 6 -
R'F
lf-lf R -.ÍÍFn '
where it is assumed for uniqueness that 0 ~ 9 ~ n. For this measure it
holds that -1 ~ c ~ 1, with -1 "bad": the forecast vector is a negative
multiple of the realization vector; and with 1"possibly good": the fore-
cast vector is a positive multiple of the realization vector.
For n- 2 the vectorsR and F are two-dimensional and may be drawn in a
plane as in Figure 1. One might ask the question, for n- 2, whether d and
cos 8 uniquely determine F, for i g ven R, i.e. whether every aspect of the
2) The factor ~ has been omitted in the denominator of (3).-4-
difference between F and R is completely covered by d and cos 8. The
first thing to note then, is that the angle 9 misses orientation, i.e.
one does not know whether F is "under or above" R in Figure 1. This is
caused by the fact that cos x- cos -x. Giving the value of the sine3)
gives the orientation of 6, where 9 now ranges from -~r to n. Knowing the
orientation still would not uniquely determine F; see also Figure 1,
where F~ and F~ have the same (oriented) angle and the same distance
with respect to R. If, instead of the distance flF-R9, one knows the
value of the ratio flFE~IRfl:
2
(7)
flFq - E ft
flRfl - E r2
t
then, together with the values of cos 0 and sin 8, one can determine the
vector F. The forecast error vector F-R is,for given R, thus completely
determined by theee three values, which is a statement that is, of course,
not true for n~ 2. For n~ 2 one may, however, use these values as des-
criptive measures, at least if their interpretation also makes sense,
statistically.
The above quantities~) will therefore be phrased in the terminology
i
of descriptive statistics: d is, except for a factor n-~, the root mean
s uare forecast error; U has been called the inequality coefficient; c
is the (noncentral) correlation coefficient; and flFfl~flRfl is the root of
the (quadratic) mean of the forecasts divided by the (quadratic) mean of
the realizations, and is thus a measure for systematic bias, as will also
follow from results in Section 2.3.
In d each squared forecast error ft-rt has equal weight. A slight
generalization of d is obtained by weighing the square of the t-th fore-
cast error by a weight wt, which may be seen as a particular case of the
generalized distance:
(8) F-R 'W F-R ,
where W is a positive definite matrix, so that interaction of forecast
errors might be penalized. Economically it makes sense to use different
~
3) The sine is det [R,F] ~(HRfl.flFM ).
4) The interpretation of (the absolute value of) sin 9 may be found in
Section 2.3. -- 5 -
weights for different periods as a correct forecast is more important in
one period then in another and, when extending the measures to more varia-
bles simultaneously, to use different weights for different variables, be-
cause one variable is more important than another.5)
A useful method of checking the virtue of a proposed overall measure
derived from d, like the inequality coefficient U, has been provided by
Granger and Newbold (1973). Assume that rt - art-lf et with the et
(t - 1,...,n) zero mean independent random variables and with 0 ~ a ~ 1.
Assume further that the Porecasting formula used is ft - Srt-1, with
0 ~ S ~ 1. Then
(9) lim n E(ft-rt)2 - I(1-a2) t (B-a)2j var(r)
n-~
and var(f) - S2 var(r). For the measures U, U', U" and U"' one then has:
(10) lim U2 - ( 1-a2)
} (8-a)2 ,
n-~
( 11 ) lim (i1' )2 - 1 - 8S( 1ta2
'
n-~ ( 1 t s )




so that (10) has its smallest value for S- a, as it should be, if one
assumes that a choice of forecast formula is made by looking at the smal-
lest of the U-values. However, in (11), (12) and (13) ~- a does not give
the smallest value.
5) In Van den Beld (1965) all variables are measured or transformed to
percentage changes. Yet for each variable the individual forecast
errors ft-rt (t - 1,...,n) are divided by IIRM, which is motivated as
follows: "Standardizing in this way seems justified, since it is in-
tuitively clear that a two percent error in predicting, say, consump-
tion price changes is much more serious an error from the forecaster's
point of view than a two percent error in the prediction of investment
changes, the latter being normally subject to much larger rates of
change than the former."-6-
Another method by which to judge the virtue of a proposed overall mea-
sure derived from d, is the following. One may form a relative measure, by
dividing d by the d-value obtained from a simple forecasting method. For
example: define d~ as the d(istance)-value for the no change forecasting
method; now define6): -
(14) U~ - d~d0 .
Another example: define dk as the d-value for the forecasting method that
uses some AR(k)-scheme; now define:
(15) Uk - d~dk .
One "only" has to agree on some "simple" forecasting method, and a rela-
tive d-measure7) has been obtained which is used as follows: if Up, Uk,
etc. is smaller than 1, then the forecasting method used is on the average,
for the sample used, better than the simple method. Of the measures formed
from d in (2), (3), (~) and (5), only the one in (2) may be formed in this
way, at least if the variable of interest is measured in terms of percen-
tage changes (see footnote 6). In Appendix A another useful relative d-
measure, the distance d divided by the standard deviation of the realiza-
tions, is discussed.
2.3. Least Squares Analysis
In this section the scatter of points (rt,ft) in the rf-plane will be used
to derive measures for the accuracy of forecasts. Forecasts are measured
along the vertical axis, which is motivated by the traditional argument of
regression analysis, that one is interested in the accuracy of forecasts
given the set of realizations. A less convincing argument for this choice
may be found in the forecast errors ft - rt - vt, rewritten as follows:
6) Note that, for a variable defined in terms of percentage changes with
respect to the previous period, one has nRn - dp, because the no change
forecasting method then means f~ - 0 for all t, so that E( ft -rt ) Z- Ert .
This means that, for such a variable, one has U- UQ.
7) See also Sims (1967) and Mincer and Zarnowitz (~969).- 7 -
ft - rt t vt, an equation that may be seen as the simplest possible "re-
gression model": ft - Brt t et with S - 1 and et the forecast error.8) In
Figure 2 dots denote the pairs ( rt,ft) for the variable Commodity Exports of
Section 3. Also denoted is the line of perfect forecast: f-:r.
ft
FIGURE 2
A simple description of the scatter of points is the least squares
line f - br, with
Ertft
(t6) b - 2 Ert
See Figure 2 for an example.
As the ideal value for b is 1, mean departure from the line of perfect
forecast is described by b- 1. A negative (positive) value of b- 1 indica-
tes that on the average there is underestimation (overestimation) of the
rt-values by the ft-values. A test of the hypothesis, ths,t the forecasts
ft are unbiased with respect to rt, could be performed by testing whether
s- 1 in the above mentioned regression model, although the relevant t-
statistic is best considered as a descriptive measure.
8) It may be, that one is interested in the relative forecast errors
(ft-rt)~rt - vt, but there may also be written as ft - rt t vt .Another measure of interest is, of course, the dispersion around the
line f- br. Defining et - ft-brt, this dispersion may be measured by
(Eet)~n or rather by its traditionally normalized value:
~ Ee2
(17) ~ 2 - 1-c2 ~
n Eft
where c is cos 6 defined in (6). In order to have a measure with the same
dimension as b-1, it is advisable to use J1-c` - rsin` 8. The ideal va-
lue of the pair (b-1, ~) is (0,0). The maximal and worst value of
J1-c~ is 1, in which case b-1 is -1.
An overall measure may be obtained by constructing a measure Prom the
distance of the points (rt,ft) with respect to the line f- r. Measuring
these distances vertically, in line with the remarks at the start of this
section concerning the choice of variable for the horizontal axis, and
applying the quadratic penalty of least squares to each distance separate-
ly, one obtains after summuation: E(ft-rt)2 - d~.
composition of d2:
(18) d2 - (b-1)2 Ert t Eet ,
or in terms of quadratic means:
(19) n F(ft-rt)2 -( b-1)2 (n Ert)f n Eet .
Relation ( 18) leads to the following decomposition of U2:
Ef2
(20) u2 - (b-i)2 t ( i-c2) t .
Ert
(Note that again there is reason for dividing d2 by Ert: in this way one
isolates the systematic bias b-1.) In (18), (19) and (20) the first term
after the equality sign is called the bias component, due to the systema-
tic under- or overestimation measured by b-1. The second term after the
equality sign is called the dispersion component, due to the dispersion
around the line f- br. The relative contributions of these components
The following relation between d2, (b-1)2 and Eet also gives a de-
2-9-
are, of course, the same in ( 18}, (19) and ( 20). These relative components
are denoted by db and d~, respectively.
The factor Eft~Ert of ( 1-c2) in ( 20) describes under- or overestima-
tion. This may be seen as follows~
(21)
Eft Eftrt Eftrt
Ert - Ert Eft
- b~b~
In (21) bx is the
measures the same
tor between f and
as9) b:
(22)
least squares coefficient in rt - b~ ft } et , i.e. 1~b~
thing as b, viz. a kind of average proportionality fac-
r. The (geometric) average of b and 1~b~, also written
b - Jb~b~ ,
evidently indicates underestimation, if it is smaller than 1, or over-
estimation, if it is greater than 1. In (7) nF~~pRA is the same as b.
Relation (20) may thus be written as:
(23) U2 - (b-1)2 t (1-c2)b .
A provisional conclusion from the above is that the triple (b-1,
J1-cL, d), with d suitably normalized as, for example, in (14) or (15),
gives a good description of the forecast quality of the forecasts
f1,f2,...,fn. The first element measures average under- or overestimation,
the second measures dispersion around the line f- br and the third mea-
sures the overall performance of the forecasting method.
The above approach of considering the least-squares line f- br follows
natural.ly from the arguments given at the start of this section. There is,
however, an argument pleading for the reverse order, which considers the
model that produces the forecasts as consisting of a systematic part dis-
turbed by a disturbance term. If the systematic part is perfectly fore-
casted, then one has r- f t disturbance, so that the forecast error is
~) The value db~b is also '.-nown as estir.iator of ~? from the geometric re-
aression mo~el ft - Rrt f et; see Frisch (1929).- 10 -
minus the disturbance. For several reasons the systematic part is in gene-
ral not perfectly forecasted, so that one has r- f-(forecast error of
the systematic part)tdisturbance. From such considerations and from the
axgumen; that forecasts are available before the realizations, some con-
clude that writing r- ffu, with u minus the forecast error, is a sensible
thing to do, from which they go on to consider regressions with r as de-
pendent variable.l0)
In such a set-up testing the forecasts for bias may be done by testing
whether, in rt - s~ ft f et , the hypothesis S~ - 1 may be accepted. The
least-squares estimate bx of 6~ is:
Ef r
(2~) b~ - t t ,
Eft
where in general l~bx ~ b and 1~b~ ~ b, if b~ 0. The correlation coeffi-
cient c is the same for the set-up with f and the set-up with r as "de-
pendent" variable. The overall measure, constructed from the distance of
the points (ft,rt) with respect to the line r- f, is again E(ft-rt)2 - d2.
A decomposition of d2 is obtained from (18), by interchanging the role of
rt and it:
(25) d2 - (b~-1)2 Eft t Eet2 ,
where et - rt-b~ ft . For U2 the following decomposition follows from (25):
(26) U2 - ( b~-1)2 b2 t ( 1-c2) .
(Note that for isolating (b~-1)2 one would have to divide d2 in (25) by 2
Eft, which is rather undesirable.)
If one cannot make a definite choice for one of the set-ups11),then an
obvious measure for systematic forecast bias is the geometric average
~- b. The measure of dispersion around the least squares line is
~,in both set-ups. The overall measure is also the same (d2) in both
10) Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969) define thé forecast error as r-f. Theil
(1966) calls it a matter of choice whether one takes r or f as "de-
pendent" variable. He chooses r.
11) Van de Panne (1959), for example, calculates both b and 1~bx.- 11 -
set-ups. For this case of uncommitment to a particular set-up there is
no natural decomposition.
The most convincing case for the choice of starting point for the
least squares analysis is for the set-up which considers ft as "de-
pendent" variable. There remains to investigate the possibility of in-
cluding a constant term in the "regression" model, which then would read:
ft - a} Sc rt t ut ; in "estimated" form: ft - a t bc rt t ut . In such a
set-up there is no forecast bias if a- 0 and S- 1, which might be inves-
c
tigated by an F-statistic.l2)
An argument pleading for the inclusion of a constant term, is the fact
that a better description of the scatter is provided by a least squares
line that includes a constant. This follows directly from the fact that
the position of the scatter in the rf-plane is succintly described by the
point (r,f), the slope and the dispersion of the scatter. Figure 3 illus-
trates, rather extremely, the possibility that a least squares line with-
out constant term, gives an inadequate description of the scatter. If no
constant term is included, then the least squares slope does not give the
r
FIGURE 3
12) See e.g. Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969).
r- 12 -
direction of the scatter. With respect to the extreme case of Figure 3,
in which f and r show extreme negative correlation, it should be remar-
ked that on the average there is neither under- nor overestimation, so
that the value b- 1 provides the correct answer in this respect.
Unfortanately, the pair (a, bc) has not the natural interpretation of
b of (16). Stated in geometrical terms,this is due to the fact that only
lines through the origin can be easily compared to the line of perfect
fit. The description of the scatter's position in the plane in terms of
the two coefficients a and bc is, of course, superior to the description
by means of the one coefficient b. However, the primary objective is not
this description. Zf one still prefers this set-up with a constant term,
one may consult Appendix A for decompositions of d2.
2.~. Starting from a Loss Function
In the previous two subsections descriptive statistics for measuring the
accuracy of forecasts have been developed, firstlyastarting from the com-
parison of the two vectors R and F in 7Rn,and secondly,starting from the
n oints f ,r 2
p ( t t)
in fft . In the present section a more fundamental starting
point will be chosen, by considering the loss a decisionmaker attaches to
an erroneous forecast.
Suppose then that for period t a loss function kt,defined on the fore-
cast error vt - ft-rt,can be formulatedl3)
(27) ~.t - Rt(vt~vt-l,vt-2,...) ,
which evaluates the loss a decisionmaker experiences, due to an imperfect
forecast of rt, given the knowledge of previous forecast errors. It is
assumed that kt - 0 if and only if vt - 0; otherwise Qt is positive. In-
stead of the arguments vt, some decisionmakers might prefer the use of
the arguments vt -(ft-rt)~rt , the relative forecast errors.
As to the specification of (27), it will be assumed that kt is of the
form
1~1t(vt) } R2t(vt,vt-1,...) , where 22t takes care of possible inter-
action in the evaluation of forecast errors. Well-known examples for
R1t
are clt vt and c~t~vt~. For R.2t one might think of c2t vt-1 vt and
13) See also Theil ('96b) and (1966) and Granger (1969) for the concept
of a loss function in the forecast errors.-~3-
c2t~vt-~~~vtl. For the sequel the following quadratic specification of
Rt will be used:
(28) Rt("t~vt-i) - ~it "t } ~2t vt-~ "t
where
c1t'c2t
are positive and where it is assumed that c~t t c2t - 1.
One may thus see (28) as a weighted sum of vt and the interaction quan-
~
tity vt-~ vt .
An interesting parameter is the (unconditional) expected loss, E(kt),
to which the forecast ft gives rise. For the example in (28) one has
(29) E(kt) - c1t E(v2) t`"2t E((v-~ v)2] ,
where it is assumed that the vi (i - 1,2,...) are observations from a wide
stationary stochastic process of at least order 4. If c2t is "very small",
then E(P. )~ E(v2). Also, if E((v v)2] is "very small", then
E(~,t) ~ c1t E(v2). So measuring the expected loss by means of d2~n, the
mean square forecast error, which unbiasedly estimates E(v2), is a sen-
sible thing to do, if c2t or E[(v-~ v)2] are very small and c~t is inde-
pendent of t.
Assuming that the loss fimction used is of the type specified in (28),
it is interesting to calculate estimates of E[(v-i v)2], which may be,
unbiasedly, done by means of:
(30) n~i E (ft-rt)2(ft-i - rt-i)2 ,
t-it1
where it is assumed, that the vi (i - 1,2,...) are observations from a
2
wide stationary proces of appropriate order. Standardization of E[(v-iv) ],
of course, takes place by division through E(v~), which results in a mea-
sure that assumes values between 0 and 1. Standardization of (30) may thus
be done as follows:
n
n11 t~it1 (ft-rt)2(ft-1 - rt-i)2




In the above the stochastic process of the forecasting errors has been
mentioned. An interesting aspect of the vt-process is its serial correla-
tion. The correlation coefficient between vt and vt-i, say yi, may be
consistently estimated as follows:
( 32)
Yi





If there seems to be negligable serisl correlation, then,assuming normali-
ty of the vt, one may test unbiasedness of the forecasts, i.e. E(v)- 0,




If one concludes that E(v) - 0, then the mean square forecast error un-
biasedly estimates the variance of the forecast errors.
A somewhat more general approach to the question of serial correlation
and unbias~dness is obtained, if one assumes, that the vt-process may be
modelled by means of an ARMA-scheme. If one concludes, for example, that
vt - 0,25 vt-~t et, where et is white noise, then the forecasts are un-
biased, as there is a constant term of zero in this ARMA-scheme, and the
forecast errors are serially correlated.
A special case of a quadratic loss function occurs, if there is no
interaction with previous forecast errors:
(3~) Rt(vt) - ct vt
where, if ct is a constant, it stands to reason to take c- 1. If ct - 1,
the unbiased estimator of E(R,) is d2~n -(1~n)E vt . This second moment
may be decomposed as follows:
(35) n v
d2 -2 2
- - v t s
where sv - E(v J t-v)2~n. Decomposing sv - sf-r further, and using c' to- 15 -
denote the (central) correlation coefficient of the ft and rt, one gets:
(36)
2
n-(f-r)2 t(sf-sr)2 t 2sf sr ( 1-c') ,
which is a well-known decomposition used by Theil [(1961) and (1966)],
with relative components denoted by Theil as UM, US and UC, respectively.
In (36) characteristics of the empirical distribution (joint and margi-
nal) of the ft and rt are used for comparison. Decomposition (35) seems
adequate enough: the first component is due to forecast error bias and
the second component to the dispersion of the forecast error around the
bias v. In what way this dispersion may be decomposed, is not particular-
2
ly interesting. The relative components of (35) are denoted by dm (- )
and dv (- US t UC), respectively. - -
Another special case of (27) is the loss function without interaction,
that penalizes the absolute values of the forecast errors. This case is
treated in some detail in Appendix B, along with the loss function (3~)
for vt, the relative forecast error.
3. Applicatíon to Forecasts of the Dutch CPB, 1964-1978
The methods developed in Section 2 will now be applied to forecasts of
the Dutch Central Planning Bureau (CPB) for the years 1964 up to and in-
cluding 1978. From the yearly Central Economic Plans forecasts and reali-
zations for twenty-eight variables have been taken. In Table 1 these va-
riables, together with the dimension of the forecast (and realization),
are stated. Also stated are the number of forecasts and the standard de-
viations of realizations as a first indication of forecast difficulty.
These standard deviations have been calculated over the years for which
there are forecasts. Some variables occured only in a very small number
of years and were therefore not included in the list of variables.
In Appendix C the forecasts, realizations and forecast errors for
the variables and years are lísted, the symbol "N" denoting that no fore-
cast has been made or, in a few cases, that the forecast is of a dimen-
sion which differs from that of most years. Variables which the CPB con-
sidered exogenous in a certain year, have the symbol "E" after their
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The econometric models used by the CPB have as dimension for most of
the variables percentage change with respect to the previous year; see
also Table 1. For our forecast accuracy analysis the dimension of interest
to the decisionmaker, i.e. the dimension of the published forecasts,will
be used, which for 20 out of 28 variables means percentage change, for 5
variables percentage of national income, for 2 variables billions of
guilders and for 1 variable thousands of persons.
Before presenting the results of the accuracy analysis for all twenty-
eight variables, the application of the methods of Section 2 is illustra-
ted for two percentage change variables: variable no. 1, World Trade, an
exogenous variable with average forecast difficultyl~) as measured by its
standard deviation of 4.5 and variable no. 12, Private Investment, an
endogenous variable with high forecast difficulty (standard deviation 8.1).
The forecasts, realizations, and forecast errors for these two variables
may be found in Appendix C. In Figure 4.a. the pairs (rt,ft) are repre-
sented in a scatter diagram, together with the line f- br of Section 2.3
and the line of perfect forecast. Figure 4.b. shows the forecast errors.
In Table 2 the values of selected statistics for the three types of analy-
sis, to be found in Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.b, are shown. The geometrical
and the least squares analysis are complementary to each other. The analy-
sis of the fore~ast errors vt is of a different rharacter: it does not
analyse the relation of the vector F with respect to the vector R, but
concentrates on the univariate error proces vt. An analysis of the rela-
tive forecast errors vt -(ft-rt)~rt, in stead of vt, is more or less of
the same type as the least squares analysis; see Appendix B. For this rea-
son this analysis is omitted.
The values of UO - U in Table 2 indicate that both variables were fore-
casted successfully in comparison to the no-change forecasts. The values
o~ U1 show that, in co~:narison to the soriewhat more sophisticated "fore-
casts" of the simple autoregressive scheme rt - art-1, the performance oP
14) For percentage change variables the standard deviation of r is a rea-
sonable first indication of forecast difficulty, as percentage varia-
bles do not suffer much from the presence of trend, which contributes
to the standard deviation, but might be easy to forecast. A better
















Geometrical UO (2) 0.41 0.62
analysis U1 (15) 0.64 0.62
U (A.5) in Appendix A 0.85 0.73
s
c (6) 0.94 0.80
dF~~ARB (7) 0.73 0.67
b (16) 0.68 0.54
Least db (20) 0.61 0.56
squares d2 (20) 0.39 0.44
analysis e
tb t-statistic for HO:~- 1 - 4.68 - 4.25
~ (17) 0.35 0.60
1~b~ (24) 0.78 0.85
d2~n (1) 14.48 34.27
Forecast v mean vt - ft-rt - 1.89 - 1.47
error d2 (35) 0.25 0.06
analysis m d (35) 0.75 0.94
v
t (33) - 2.15 - 0.97
y1 (32) - 0.24 - 0.21
a normality test statistic 0.78 0.83
~ (31) 0.36 0.69
World Trade deteri.orates much more than that of Private Investmentl5).
The value of Us, which is the root mean square forecast error normalized
15) The constant a has been "estimated" by ordinary least squares:
n n
a-( E rtrt-1)~ E rt-1. The forecast for period t then is a rt-1'
t-2 t-2 The CPB had,of course,no knowledge of this,
kind of average, value over the period. The alternative of using only
realizations known at the time of forecast, adapts the value of a at
each forecasting point, and was considered to complex to be used in
an inaccuracy measure.
These autoregressive "forecasts" require the values of r0, the 1963-
realizations. If there is a time gap in the forecasts over the period
1964-1978, then the realization directly previous to the gap is also
provided in Appendix C. These realizations are given between brackets:
( . ).-20-
by means of the standard deviation of realizations, is again much higher
than that of U1 for World Trade, and remains at about the same level for
Private Investment. Although Private Investment is more difficult to fore-
cast, as witnessed by the standard deviation of r, its normalized perfor-
mance is somewhat better than that of World Trade. For World Trade c is
close to 1, and so the angle between the vectors R and F is small. For
Private Investment c is not close to 1. The quotient NF1~IR1 indicates
underestimation, which is approximately 30 percent for both variables.
NFI~IRI - b, the slope of geometric regression, is always greater than
b,for positive b. The differences in the values of 1FN~MR1 and b are due
to different values of b and 1~b~. For World Trade NFN~NRI and b do not
differ much, but for Private Investment the large difference between b
and 1~b~ leads to an assessment of underestimation by means of b-1 in the
order of 45 percent. For the assessment of underestimation b-1 will be
used (and not NFM~NRG - 1) and will be rounded to the nearest higher mul-
tiple of 5 percent. The relative bias component, due to b~ 1, in d2 is
db - 0.61 and 0.56, res ectivel p y, and the relative dispersion component,
due to E et ~ 0, is dé - 1- db - 0.39 and O.L4, respectively. The value
of tb -(b-1)~sb, with sb the square root of (E et)~(n-1)E rt , may be
used as an indication for the significance of under- or overestimation.
For both variables the underestimation seems significant. The dispersion
of the pcints (rt,ft) around the line f- br is measured by ~, which
is 0.35 and 0.60, respectively.
From the forecast error analysis ít is seen, that the mean square errors
are 14.5 and 34.3, respectively; see, however, the values of U. Under-
s
estimation, in the units of f and r(percentage points) is 1.9 and 1.5,
respectively, with only 1.9 significantly different from zero. (No appre-
ciable first order sutocorrelation seems present and both error processes
seem to be normali6).) The relative bias components, due to v~ 0, in d2
are dm - 0.25 and 0.06, respectively, and the corresponding relative dis-
persion components, due to sY ~ 0, are dv - 1- dm - 0.75 and 0.94. The
16) As the number of observations is small, the statistic used for de-
tecting non-normality is a- mean deviation~standard deviation -
-(E~vt-v~)~ nE(~; see Biometrica Tables for Statisticians, Vol
I, pp. 68 and 207. For n- 11 the mean and standard deviation of this
statistic are 0.818 and 0.058, respectively, and for n- 16 the cor-
responding values are 0.811 and 0.050, for a normal population.- 21 -
value of 3 for Private Investment indicates that a quadratic loss function
of the type in (28) should be one without interaction in time (i.e. with
c2t - 0), for the above analysis, based only on d2, to be valid.
For the rest of the analysis one need not employ all the above used
measures. The measure c provides the same information as ~, so that
one may follow one's preference. In the following ~ will be used, be-
cause most values of c in Table 3 are so close to 1, that the differences
between the values of ~ are much larger than the differences between
the values of c. The measure nF9~BR~ is a less natural choice for measuring
relative forecast bias than the measure b, together with the "statistic"
tb. For the decomposition in relative components the value of db is suffi-
cient. As to the analysis of the forecast errors vt, the measures dv and 3
will not be presented, dv not because dm t dv - 1, and 3 not because it will
be assumed, that the simplest quadratic loss function is relevant.
In Table 3 the values of the just chosen statistics are presented for
all twenty-eight variables. First the results for the ten variables under
the heading "Assumptions" will be discussed. These are variables which in
almost all years have been treated as exogenous variables: of 124 forecasts
for these ten variables only 9 are for endogenous variables; see Appendix
C. The overall impression, as obtained from the values of U0, U1 and Us,is
not unfavorable, although four out of ten have a U1-value close to 1 and
thus do not compare favorably to the simple autoregressive scheme. The im-
port~.nt variable number 5, Industrial Wage Level, might have been predicted
almost as well by this simple scheme. The ranking of the variables 1 to 10
with respect to forecasting performance on the basis of UO is rather diffe-
rent than this ranking c'one on the basis of either U1 or Us, whereas U1 and
U induce approximately the same ranking. Underestimation is predominant
s
and ranges from zero for Labour Time Reduction to fifty-five percent for Resi-
dential Construction. The proportion in d2 due to b~ 1 ranges from 0.0
to 0.9, where it must be noted that the more important variables 1 to 6
have half or more of their d2, or their estimated expected loss, d2~n, due
to b~ 1. Dispersion around the line f- br is rather low, except for Resi-
dential Construction and Public Investment; see also the graphs in Appen-
dix D for variables 1 to 6. There one may sPe a clear difference in ap-
proach for the scatter analysis and the error analysis illustrated by va-
riable 2, Price Imports: the extreme pair (34.9, 35.0) is very close to the
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position of the line, whereas the forecast error 25.0 - 3~.9 --9.9 has a
strong influence on v- 1.29. Underestimation, as measured by v, is not as
significant as underestimation as measured by b-1, which is witnessed by
the values of tv as compared with the values of tb. The forecast error may
be described by a normal proces independent in time, which is born out by
the values of a and y1. Except for Industrisl Wage Level, the proportion in
d2 due to v~ 0 is low.
In comparing the results for these first ten variables one should note
the presence of variable 8, which is the only one among the first ten va-
riables which has not the dimension "percentage change with respect to the
previous year". This means that UO is not equal to U for variable 8. More
important is, that d2~n and v for variable 8 cannot be compared to the res-
pective values for the other variables. As all other statistics are dimen-
sionless, the a.nalysis is hardly hampered by the presence of ~rariables with
different dimensions.
Under the heading "Results" in Table 3 the accuracy analysis for eigh-
teen endogenous variables is presented, the first ten of which are in per-
centage change form. For the important variables 11 to 15, 17, 22 and 27
one may also consult the graphs in Appendix D. Only for these vaxiables the
results of the accuracy analysis will be discussed.
First the results of variable 11, (Private) Consumption, and variable
12, (Private) Investment will be compared. Both outperform the no-change
forecasts,with Consumption doing best. However, Consumption is more easily
forecasted: it has the (much) smaller standard deviation and the simple
AR-scheme is not beaten. Investment seems significantly better forecasted
than the AR-scheme. The same relative performance is shown by Us, the stan-
dardized value of the root-mean-square-error. Both variables are signifi-
cantly underestimated: by 25 percent for Consumption and by 45 percent for
Investment. Dispersion around the line f- br is of course sizeable for In-
vestment. For both variables approximately 50 percent of the value of d2
is due to b~ 1. (Somewhat more precise: 45 percent and 55 percent, respec-
tively.) In terms of percentage change points, the units of both vaxiables,
underestimation is about 0.8 (significantly) for Consumption and about 1.5
(insignificantly) for Investment. The variance of the forecast errors is
the dominant source (80 and 95 percent) of the estimated loss, d2~n .
Variables 13 and 14, (Commodity) Exports and Imports, show almost the
same results. Both have been forecasted considerably better than the no--24-
change-forecasts and reasonably better than the autoregressive forecasts.
The forecasts underestimate reality by a significant 35 percent, leading
to a bias ~omponent of db of about 60 percent. Underestimation in the units
of Exports is 1.6 percentage change points (1.7 for Imports, both hardly
significan~ or insignificant). The forecast error variance is again the
main sourc~~ of d2~n (about 85 percent).
Variable 15, Gross National Product (growth), of course has a performan-
ce that depends on that of the previous variables: considerably better than
the no-change-forecasts, and reasonably better than the sutoregressive fore-
casts. Underestimation is a significant 25 percent, resulting in a relative-
ly small bias component of db of 30 percent of d2. Underestimation in terms
of percentage change points is an insignificant 0.25 points.
Inflation, as measured by variable 17, Price Private Consumption, has
been forecasted very successfully as compared to the no-change forecasts
and successfully with respect to the s.utoregressive forecasts. Percentage
underestimation is small: a(significant) 10 percent, leading to a small
bias component in d2. In percentage change points, the units of Price Pri-
vate Consumption, underestimation is an insignificant O.kS.
Variable 22, Current Account (Balance of Payments), has billions of
guilders as unit of ineasurement, which should be remembered in interpreting
2
d ~n and v. The no-change and the autoregressive forecasts are nearly as
good as the actual forecastsl7). Current Account is difficult to forecast.
The performance relative to its standard deviation is as good as Investment,
Exports, Imports and Gross National Product. (All have a U-value of appro-
s
ximately 0.75.) Percentage underestimation is serious and significant: 35
percent. As dispersion around the line f- br is large (see also Appendix D),
this underestimation does not lead to a large bias component: db ~ 0.3.
Underestimation in terms of v is small and probably insignificant (there is
some autocorrelation in the vt).
The last endogenous variable to be discussed is variable 27, Unemploy-
ment. It has been very successfully forecasted with respect to the no-
change and sutoregressive forecasts. The performance relative to the stan-
17) The no-change forecasts ft0) for a variable not having the dimension
n
of percentage change, are f(0) - rt-1, so that UO - d2~ E(rt-l-rt)2.
t t-1
A time gap in the forecasting period is treated as t- 1, i.e. by provi-
ding the realization directly previous to the gap; see in Appendix C
the values between brackets.-25-
dard deviation is the best of all variables. Percentage underestimation is
nil (on the average) with a very small dispersion around f- r. Underestims-
tion in terms of v is small and insignificant.
4. Conclusion
The summary measures U0, U1 and Us, which are all normalized root mean
square forecast errors, are very useful. They are dimensionless and their
use does not need the questionable trick of converting all variables to
percentage change variables. Percentage under- or overestimation and its
significance are best measured by the pair (b, tb). The relative contribu-
tion of (percentage or absolute) under- or overestimation to the mean
square forecast error (or to U~, U~ and US) is measured by db or dm. Abso-
lute under- or overestimation is measured by the pair (v, tv).
The main findings of the accuracy analysis of the CPB forecastsfor the
principal endogenous variables are presented in rounded form in Table 4.
Underestimation as measured by the average forecast error, v, is generally
TABLE 4: Main results accuracy analYSis for principal endogenous variables
UO U1 Us b-1 db tb
Private consumption 0.35 1.00 1.05 -0.25 0.45 -3.40
Private investment 0.60 0.60 0.75 -0.45 0.55 -4.25
Commodity exports 0.45 0.65 0.75 -0.35 0.60 -4.60
Commodity imports 0.45 0.65 0.75 -0.35 0.65 -4.95
Gross national product 0.45 0.70 0.80 -0.25 0.30 -2.45
Price private consumption 0.15 0.55 0.50 -0.10 0.25 -2.15
Current account balance
of payments 0.90 1.00 0.75 -0.35 0.30 -2.40
Unemployment 0.30 0.35 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.25
insignificant and is therefore not stated. For the first six variables
comparable values for UO are available for the period 1953 to 1963 from
Van den Beld (1965); they are 0.38, 0.78, 0.56, 0.42, 0.45 and 0.44. So
the principal variable, Gross Pdational Product, was forecasted with exact-
ly the same success, at least according to U0. The other UO-values for-26-
1964-1978 are about the same (for Private Consumption, Commodity Exports
and Imports) or lower (Private Investment, and especially Price Private
Consumption), as compared to the corresponding values for 1953-1963. Per-
centage underestimation for the first six variables for 1949-1956 may be
found in Van de Panne (1959)18): 0.40, 0.55, 0.25., 0.35, 0.35 and 0.30.
Evídently percentage underestimation has become somewhat lower, about 0.10,
at least compared to the period 1949-1956.
One other comment on Table 4: the results show clearly that the value
of percentage underestimation, b-1, is only one determinant of db, the
relative bias component of d2; the two other determinants are Er2 and
2 t
Eet, see (18). Detailed comments on the results of the accuracy analysis
for the variables of Table 4 have been given in Section 3. The reader may
also consult that section for the other endogenous and the exogenous varia-
bles.
18) Van de Panne (1959) uses weighted least squares in order to calculate
b of f-br.-27-
APPENDIX A
For the set-up ft - a}Scrttut, with "estimated" form ft - afbcrtfut, the
following decomposition of d2 may be obtained:
(A.1) d2 - n(f-r)2 t(bc-1)2E(rt-r)2 t Eut.
Note that all three elements necessary for a compact description of the
scatter's position are present: the center point (r, f), the direction (bc)
of the scatter and the scatter's dispersion (Eut). Choosing the set-up
with r as dependent variable, which is mostly done, i.e.rt - a~ts~ fttut,
with rt - a~tb~fttut as least-squares fit, the decomposition of d2 is:
2
(A.2) 32 - n(f-r)2 t(b~-1)2E(ft-f)2 t Eut.
Both in (A.1) and (A.2) the dispersion component may be written in terms
of the (central) correlation coefficient, say c':
2
(A.3) Fut - ( 1-c' )E(ft-f)2
2 2
(A.~) Eut - ( 1-c' )E(rt-r)2
The relative values of the three components in (A.2) have been named
by Theil (1961) bias, regression and disturbance proportion, respectively,
denoted by UM, UR and U, respectively. This same terminology could be
applied to the relative components in (A.1).
In the set-up leading to (A.1) it seems natural to divide d2 by
E(rt-r)2, which is just another way of normalizing d2. The interpretation
of E(rt-r)2 is interesting in two respects: (i) firstly it may be used to
adapt the individual forecast errors for differences in the dispersion of
the realizations of different variablesl9); (ii) secondly20) it may be
seen as the value of d2 that a forecaster, who is able to forecast without
bias, can minimally reach, viz. by using ft - r as forecasts for all
19) See Van den Beld (1965) and footnote 5. Note, however, that Van den Beld
uses the secorrlmoment and not the variance of realizations.
20) See also Theil (1966, p. 59).-2g-
t- 1,...,n. Both interpretations may be used to arrive at the following
normalized d2:
2
(A.5) US - d - 2 '
E(rt-r)-29-
APPENDIX B
For the (time independent) quadratic loss function without interaction
in time, that has the relative forecast error vt as argument, one has as
estimator of the expected loss:
f
(B.1) n E(vt)2 - n E(rt - 1)2
t
Decomposing this second moment, one has:
f f
(B.2) ~ E(t - ~)2 - {(fIr)-~}2 t ~ E{t - (f~r)}2
n rt n rt
The first component again measures bias and may be compared to (b-1)2 of
Section 2.3, as b measures the same as (f~r). The second component measures
the dispersion of the ft~rt (or the (ft~rt)-1). Another well-known loss
function penalises in terms of absolute values and thus penalises less
severely large errors than does the quadratic loss function. For the
(time independent) loss function without interaction in time one has as
estimators of the expected loss, for vt as argument:
(B.3) n E~ft - rt~~
and for vt as argument:
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cast zation cast zation cast zation cast zation
(1963) ( 9.0) (39.2)
1964 16.0 E 14.9 t 1.1 N (31.6) N 40.0 37.2 t 2.8
1965 9.0 E 11.1 - 2.1 9.0 11.8 - 2.8 N N
1966 9.5 11.0 - 1.5 7.0 7.0 0.o N N (34.8)
1967 8.0 E 8.8 - 0.8 3.0 E 12.1 - 9.1 N 36.0 35.1 t 0.9
1968 5.o E 8.9 - 3.9 -5.5 E 9.4 -14.9 N 37.5 36.2 t 1.3
1969 8.5 E 13.4 - 4.9 2.0 E - 3.o t 5.o N (1.2) 36.o E 34.8 t 1.2
1970 8.0 E 13.2 - 5.2 5.o E 1.8 t 3.2 2.0 E 2.0 0.0 36.5 E 34.6 t 1.9
1971 12.o E 13.1 - 1.1 6.5 E 8.7 - 2.2 1.5 E 1.5 0.0 34.o E 33.5 t 0.5
1972 12.0 12.6 - 0.6 -1.0 E 14.7 -15.7 N (1.0) 35.0 E 32.6 t 2.4
1973 13.5 15.6 - 2.1 -5.o E 2.0 - 7.0 2.0 E 1.5 t 0.5 32.0 E 34.3 - 2.3
1974 14.5 E 15.7 - 1.2 -6.0 E -12.5 t 6.5 2.0 E 2.0 0.0 35.5 E 38.7 - 3.2
1975 12.5 E 12.8 - 0.3 -9.5 E - 7.5 - 2.0 2.0 E 2.5 - 0.5 38.o E 36.0 t 2.0
1976 8.7 E 10.9 - 2.2 0.o E 2.5 - 2.5 1.5 E 0.5 t 1.0 38.o E 39.8 - 1.8
1977 7.5 7.8 - 0.3 12.5 E 15.9 - 3.4 0.5 E o.0 } 0.5 ~ 39-0 E 37.4 t 1.6
1978 7.0 E 7.3 - 0.3 2.5 E 2.5 0.0 0.5 E 0.5 0.0 ', 38.0 E 36.2 t 1.8
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~ror cast zation cast zation cast . zation cast zation
(t9~3?~ ~ ( 3.8) ( 2.3) ( 2.8)
196~ ~ 7.0 6.8 t 0.2 1.0 2.1 - 1.1 4.5 7.8 - 3.3 N
t9ó5 4.5 4.0 t 0.5 1.5 ~ 2.1 - 0.6 3.5 5.0 - 1.5 N
ty6ó L.5 5.4 - 0.9 t.o 0.2 t o.8 5.0 2.2 t 2.8 N
t96'; I u.5 3.0 f t.5 0.5 -0.6 f t.t 4.0 6.6 - 2.6 N
t9é3 Í 3.0 2.6 t 0.4 - t.0 -0.9 - o.t 3.5 6.1 - 2.6 N ( 0.0)
t9ó.7 5.0
~
6.t - t.t t.0 t.9 - 0.9 3.5 5.t - 1.6 4.0 3.0 t t,0
t970 Y.0 ''.4 - 0.4 2.5 3.5 - t.0 4.0 6.2 - 2.2 2.5 5.5 - 3.0
í~-,i 6.0 8.3 - 2.3 t.0 2.4 - t.4 3.5 4.2 - 0.7 7.0 8.0 - t.0
t972 6.5 8.8 - 2.3 1.0 0.7 } 0.3 3.5 5.0 - t.5 5.5 5.0 t 0.5
t973 7.5 9.3 - t.8 3.0 6.5 - 3.5 4.0 6.5 - 2.5 6.5 8.0 - t.5
t97~
~
ti.5 t0.t t t.4 18.0 28.3 -10.3 3.0 4.0 - t.0 9.5 tt.5 - 2.0
t975 9.5 tr,,7 - 1.2 6.0 4.7 t t.3 2.0 -0.4 t 2.4 9.5 14.5 - 5.0
t976 8.7 9.2 - 0.5 6.0 6.2 - 0.2 5.0 5.4 - 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
t977 I 6.5 6.8 - 0.3 4.0 3.1 f 0.9 4.5 3.0 t 1.5 0.5 4.5 - 4.0
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The uninterrupted lines in the scatter diagrams are the lines of perfect
forecast f- r. The interrupted lines are the least squares lines f- br. Unless












Scatter dia~rams of forecast-realization pairs and
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